
5. Numerical algorithms on a staggered

grid

The previous chapter has shown that recently many numerical codes have been developed

which simulate steady viscoelastic ows qualitatively rather well. However, the step from

stationary codes to time dependent codes introduced new di�culties, which again limited

the attainable Weissenberg number. Especially the points in the ow where large changes
in the velocity and/or stress components take place, such as stagnation points or sharp
corners, prevent many methods from going to higher Weissenberg numbers. In the regions
where large changes in the solution exist, the algorithms become very sensitive to small
perturbations and ultimately the algorithms diverge.

Time dependent simulations are a necessary ingredient in solving viscoelastic uid models
even if one is only interested in the steady state solution, for the steady state solution
obtained by a transient algorithm is stable in time (for that particular algorithm). Fur-
thermore an explicit time integration method may be employed, in which the time step
acts as a relaxation parameter to reach a steady state. A well known example of a ow

where the steady state solution is easily found by a stationary algorithm for a large range
of Weissenberg numbers, but for which time dependent algorithms diverge beyond a cer-
tain Weissenberg number, is the planar Couette ow.
Staggering of the unknowns will lead to a (natural) extension to viscoelastic uids of
the Marker-and-Cell (MAC) method, developed by Harlow and Welch [25] for the incom-

pressible Navier-Stokes equations. Staggering of the velocity components and the pressure
unknowns will be treated in extenso in the �rst section, not only because it 'justi�es' the
use of a staggered grid, but it serves also as an example of how to choose the extra-stress
components, such that a proper wave equation is retrieved in the case the viscoelastic

Mach number is very much larger than unity (see section 5.3).

The second section discusses the discretization of the conservation laws and the constitu-

tive equation. Since the normal extra-stress components will be positioned in the middle

of the cells and the o�-diagonal extra-stress components at the vertices of the cells a
distinction will be made between the discretization of the normal stress components and

the shear stress components.
In chapter 3 it was shown that the hyperbolic part of the system of PDEs consists of

characteristic variables which are convected along the streamlines and characteristic vari-
ables which form a non-linear wave equation. In section 5.3 it will be shown that, due to

the staggering, the non-linear elastic wave equation can be discretized without the use of

upwinding.
In section 5.4 the characteristic equations in the direction of the streamlines will be
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examined. Central discretizations may give rise to un-physical wiggles if the mesh Deborah

number exceeds unity, therefore �rst order upwinding will be introduced to circumvent

this artifact.

In section 5.5 a lower bound on the determinant of the tensor �A will be given. Since this

lower bound is strictly positive this determinant can never become negative, which means

that analytically the eigenvalues of the tensor �A are strictly positive which guarantees

the well-posedness of the set of PDEs.

In section 5.6 the idea, developed in chapter 2, to approximate the associated relative

extra-stress tensor by means of an exponential operator is used to discretized the Upper

Convected time derivative.

Section 5.7 relates how the boundary conditions are incorporated in the numerical scheme.

A distinction will be between the various boundaries and characteristic variables.

Section 5.8 handles about the use of suitable time integration methods, whereas in section

5.9 the ILU-CG algorithm is explained, which will be used to solve the Poisson equation

for the pressure.

An overview of the methods discussed will be given at the end of this chapter.

5.1 The staggered grid

In order to approximate the solution to a set of PDEs one has to choose a discrete repre-
sentation of the solution and the set of PDEs. In the �nite di�erence approach one selects
points in the computational domain 
 where the unknowns are de�ned. Once this choice
has been made the set of PDEs is approximated by a set of algebraic equations relating
the unknowns to each other and the prescribed values at the boundary of the computa-
tional domain @
. Obviously it is not necessary to de�ne all unknowns at the same point

in the computational domain. For instance, the domain may be divided in square cells,
in which the pressure is de�ned in the middle of the cells and the velocity components
at the corner of the cells. Important questions are therefore: 'Why staggering', and 'If
staggering, how to stagger', since there is a staggering amount of possibilities.

5.1.1 Positioning of the pressure and velocity components

The motivation of Harlow and Welch was to de�ne the unknowns such that the resulting

Poisson equation for the elliptic part of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations couples
all the pressure unknowns. It was shown in chapter 3 that the Poisson equation for the

pressure supplemented by Neumann boundary conditions leads to a solution which is
determined up to a constant, since this constant is a solution of the homogeneous solution,

the Laplace equation. If the unknowns are de�ned such that the solution decouples in two

(or more) groups which satisfy the discrete Poisson equation, then the solution in each
group is endowed with its own arbitrary constant, which may lead to spurious oscillations

in the pressure if the constants between the di�erent groups do not match. This idea may
be motivated by the following example.
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Example 1

Suppose the computational domain 
 is a square area in two (space) dimensions, divided

into a number of uniform cells as shown in Fig 5.1. The equations to be solved in this

domain will be

∂
Ω

Ω

Figure 5.1: The pressure points involved in the evaluation of the momentum equation in
the point 2.

div~u = 0 ; (5.1)

and
@~u

@t
+ ~rp = ~f : (5.2)

The elliptic equation to be solved is then given by

�p = div~f : (5.3)

If one chooses all the unknowns at the vertices of the cells, then the discretization of the
'momentum', equation Eq. (5.2), at the point labeled 2 includes @p=@x which is formed

by the points labeled by � and @p=@y which includes the points labeled by ?, see Fig 5.1.

Both derivatives are taken centrally around the point 2. If the point 2 is identi�ed by

the integer coordinates (i; j) then the left hand side of the 'momentum' equation is given

by
un+1i;j � uni;j

�t
+
pi+1;j � pi�1;j

2�x
= f

(1)
i;j ;
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∂
Ω

Ω

Figure 5.2: The four groups of uncoupled pressure modes denoted by 2, 4, ? and o.

and
vn+1i;j � vni;j

�t
+
pi;j+1 � pi;j�1

2�y
= f

(2)
i;j :

The discrete approximation of gradp will be indicated by gradhp. With this choice of
positioning of the unknowns and this discrete approximation of the 'momentum' equation
it is possible to construct a function ~p 6= constant which satis�es gradh~p = 0, so it is

possible to add such a solution ~p to p which is invisible in the 'momentum' equation.
In this case dim(Null(�))> 1, so the elliptic equation to be solved is more singular,
which reects the additional non-uniqueness of the pressure solution. This may lead to

additional problems solving this system of equations and unwanted oscillations in the
discrete pressure solution.

In Fig 5.2 the computational domain with its subdivision in cells is redrawn with a set of
symbols located at each vertex. It is quite easy to see that if ~p = c1 at the points labeled

with 2, ~p = c2 at ?, ~p = c3 at o and ~p = c4 at 4 then this solution ~p satis�es gradh~p = 0.
The four groups 2, ?, o and 4 are completely decoupled.

Alternatively one may de�ne the velocity components at vertices and the pressure un-

known in the middle of the cells. Again this leads to (in this case two) groups of uncoupled

pressure unknowns.

The MAC-method de�nes the velocity component in the x-direction in the middle of the
vertical cell edges, the velocity in the y-direction in the middle of the horizontal edges

and the pressure in the middle of the cells as shown in Fig 5.3. If the centers of the cells
are labeled with the integer coordinates (i; j) then the discrete 'momentum' equation is
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v

p

u

Figure 5.3: Position of the variables u, v and p on the staggered grid.

given by
un+1i+1=2;j � uni+1=2;j

�t
+
pi+1;j � pi;j

�x
= f

(1)
i+1=2;j ;

and
vn+1i;j+1=2 � vni;j+1=2

�t
+
pi;j+1 � pi;j

�y
= f

(2)
i;j+1=2 :

It is quite straightforward to see that gradhp = 0 () p = constant. The above example

shows that the choice made by Harlow and Welch leads to a discrete elliptic equation
in which all pressure unknowns are connected. Similar considerations apply to the �nite
element method where elements which satisfy the Babuska-Brezzi condition guarantee

that Null(�)= fp j p = const:g. Since the elliptic part due to incompressibility is also

present in the viscoelastic uid models it seems reasonable to locate the velocity and
pressure unknowns according to their spacing in the MAC-method.

The positioning of the pressure points the grid constitute the discrete pressure space Ph,
whereas the discrete representation of the velocity vector forms the discrete velocity space

Vh. The choice of these spaces leads quite naturally to

� If ~uh 2 Vh =) div
(1)
h ~uh 2 Ph.

� If ph 2 Ph =) gradhp
h 2 Vh.

In which div
(1)
h represents the discrete divergence operator acting on 1-tensors, i.e. vectors.
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Figure 5.4: Position of the variables �11, �22 and �12 in 
.

5.1.2 Positioning of the extra-stress components

It remains to �nd suitable points where the extra-stress components should be de�ned. A
rather natural choice is to de�ne the stress components as indicated in Fig 5.4, in which
the normal stress components are de�ned in the middle of the cells and the shear stress
components at the vertices of the cells. Generally, one may de�ne arbitrary tensors in
the domain in the same way, i.e. the diagonal elements in the middle of the cells and the

o�-diagonal components at the corners. This choice represents the discrete tensor space
T h. This particular choice leads to the following relations:

� If A 2 T h =) div
(2)
h A 2 Vh. In which

div
(2)
h A =

0
@ Ai+1;j�Ai;j

�x
+

Ai+1=2;j+1=2�Ai+1=2;j�1=2

�y
Ai+1=2;j+1=2�Ai�1=2;j+1=2

�x
+

Ai;j+1�Ai;j

�y

1
A :

The subscript h in the divergence operator indicates that it represents the discrete

analogue of the divergence operator, whereas the superscript (2) indicates that this

operator acts on 2-tensors. This property implies that div
(2)
h � which appears in the

momentum equation is second order accurately de�ned at the points where u and

v are de�ned and all the extra-stress components are coupled.

� If ~vh 2 Vh =) gradh~v
h 2 T h. If Lh = gradh~v

h 2 T h, then also its symmetric

part Dh and its skew-symmetric part W h are elements of T h. This implies that
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the equivalence principle, mentioned by Marchal and Crochet (see chapter 4), is

discretely satis�ed, so this spacing of the extra-stress components eliminates the

use of subcells for the extra-stresses or smoothing operations in order to satisfy or

approximate the equivalence principle.

It remains to de�ne the product of A; B 2 T h, which is necessary to de�ne the discrete

analogy of the principle of objectivity. For an interior point this may be done in the

following way:

� De�ne all the o�-diagonal terms in the middle of the cell by linear interpolation

between the four corner values, i.e.

A12i;j =
�
�1A12i+1=2;j+1=2 + �2A12i�1=2;j+1=2 + �3A12i�1=2;j�1=2 + �4A12i+1=2;j�1=2

�
;

in which the weights �i may be taken equal to 1=4 or in the case of upwind methods

the weights could depend on the characteristic velocities.

� Compute the tensor product C = AB in the middle of the cell and set Ckki;j =

(AB)kki;j , where k is either 1 or 2.

� At the corner of the cells where the o�-diagonal terms are de�ned the diagonal terms
are interpolated from its four surrounding cells, if the corner point is in the interior

of the computational domain

� If the o�-diagonal term is located at the boundary of the computational domain,

then the values of the diagonal terms are either extrapolated to the wall, or suitable
numerical boundary conditions for the diagonal terms are used

5.2 Discretization of the system of partial di�erential

equations

Now that all unknowns have been positioned, the system of PDEs has to be discretized.
The conservation laws are discretized in the same way as these equations are handled in

the Navier-Stokes equations. The subsections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3. treat the topic of how to

discretize the constitutive equations.

5.2.1 Discretization of the conservation laws

With the staggering de�ned in the previous section the conservation laws have to be ex-

pressed in terms of the unknowns. Conservation of mass is de�ned, as in the incompressible

Navier-Stokes equations, second order accurately in the middle of the cells, labeled (i; j),
by

un+1i+1=2;j � un+1i�1=2;j

�x
+
vn+1i;j+1=2 � vn+1i;j�1=2

�y
= 0 : (5.4)
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The superscripts n+1 indicate that this relation has to be satis�ed at the new time level.

The momentum equation leads to the natural discretization

un+1i+1=2;j � uni+1=2;j

�t
+Ch(uh; vh)+

pn+1i+1;j � pn+1i;j

�x
=

�
(11)
i+1;j � �

(11)
i;j

�x
+
�
(12)
i+1=2;j+1=2 � �

(12)
i+1=2;j�1=2

�y
;

in which Ch(uh; vh) contains the convective terms which do not posses a natural dis-

cretization, in the sense that interpolations are required. Note that the unknowns in

the (discrete) convective term and the divergence of the (discrete) stress tensor are not

labeled with a superscript, indicating that at this stage this is left unspeci�ed, since only

the spatial discretization is treated here.

A similar discrete form of the momentum equation in the y-direction may be derived.

So the conservation laws can written as

div
(1)
h ~uh = 0 ;

and the discrete momentum equation may be abbreviated by

~un+1h � ~un

�t
+ ~Ch(~uh) + gradhp = div

(2)
h � h :

If the convective terms and the extra-stress terms are evaluated at the time level n and
a backward Euler time integration scheme is used, then application of div

(1)
h to the mo-

mentum equation yields

�hp
n+1 = div

(1)
h gradhp

n+1 = div
(1)
h

 
~unh
�t

� ~Ch(~u
n
h) + div

(2)
h �

n
h

!
:

This is the discrete Poisson equation for the pressure from which pn+1 may be solved.

This equation has to be augmented by boundary conditions but in chapter 3 it was shown
that there are no prescribed values of p at @
. In fact the boundary conditions for the
Poisson equation are contained in the velocity component normal to @
, which results in
Neumann boundary conditions for the Poisson equation (see Peyret and Taylor [46]), this
means, analogously to the analytical case, that the discrete right hand side has to obey

a compatibility relation for a pressure solution to exist. If this condition is satis�ed then
the pressure is determined up to a constant.

5.2.2 The normal stress equations

The normal stress equations are de�ned in the middle of the cells which serve as control

volumes for the normal stress equation, i.e. the �rst normal stress equation is given by

D�11

Dt
� 2(�11 +

�

�
)
@u

@x
� 2�12

@u

@y
+
�11

�
= 0 :

The control volume in which this equation has to be satis�ed is given in Fig. 5.5 Inte-

gration of this equation over one control volume, 
, yields

Z Z



 
@�11

@t
� 2(�11 +

�

�
)
@u

@x
� 2�12

@u

@y
+
�11

�

!
d
 +

Z
@


�11~u � ~nd� = 0 ; (5.5)
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Figure 5.5: The control volume surrounding a normal stress unknown and its normal
velocities.

in which d� is an in�nitesimal length element along the boundary of the volume in the
counter clockwise direction. The boundary integral represents the net amount of �11 which

is convected out of the cell, in which ~n is the outward unit normal to the boundary of the
cell. In case the domain is divided into rectangular cells in which the boundaries of the
cells are co-linear to the coordinate axes this integral may be discretely approximated by
the midpoint rule, yieldingZ

@cell
�11~u � ~nd� � us;j�

(11)
s;j dxs;j

���s=i+1=2
s=i�1=2

+ vi;s�
(11)
i;s dyi;s

���s=j+1=2
s=j�1=2

:

The nice thing about the above approximation is that the normal velocities to the cell

boundary are exactly de�ned in the points where they appear in the approximation of

the boundary integral. The only values not known at the boundary are the values of �11.
These values may approximated by their nearest neighbours, for instance by

�
(11)
i+1=2;j =

1

2

�
�
(11)
i;j + �

(11)
i+1;j

�
;

which leads to a central discretization of the convective terms or by

�
(11)
i+1=2;j =

8>><
>>:

�
(11)
i;j if Condition I holds

�
(11)
i+1;j if Condition II holds

;

which leads to a �rst order upwind scheme for the convective uxes. 'Condition I' and
'Condition II' refer to the sign of the characteristic velocities in which the normal stress

equations play a role (see section 3.2, Eq. (3.2)). The central scheme may lead to un-

coupling between the odd and even points. This may result in wiggles in the extra-stress
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solution. These wiggles do not inuence the normal stress equation, but in the momentum

equation where all stress components are coupled these non-physical oscillations may lead

to even larger oscillations in the velocity components, whereas in the shear stress equation

this may lead to the wrong interpolated values of �nn. The only physical �11-solution for

which convection in a certain direction is zero is �11 = constant in that particular direc-

tion, unless ~u �~n = 0. The upwind discretization doesn't su�er from spurious oscillations,

although it has the drawback that it tends to smear out large gradients in the solution

over several cells (arti�cial di�usion).

The volume integral Eq.( 5.5) contains 3 terms which may be discretized quite naturally,

only the third term may be approximated in several ways. Omitting the third term in

the volume integral leads to the 'natural' approximation given by

Z Z
cell

 
@�11

@t
� 2(�11 +

�

�
)
@u

@x
+
�11

�

!
d
 �

0
@� (11) n+1i;j � �

(11) n
i;j

�t
� 2(�i;j +

�

�
)
ui+1=2;j � ui�1=2;j

�x
+
�
(11)
i;j

�

1
A�x�y :

This volume integral is approximated naturally in the sense that all variables in the
approximation are de�ned at the place where the approximation is taking place. However
the third term could be approximated by either

� 2
Z Z



�12

@u

@y
dcell � �2� (12)i;j

ui;j+1=2 � ui;j�1=2

�y
�x�y ; (5.6)

in which �
(12)
i;j , ui;j+1=2 and ui;j�1=2 should be approximated by interpolating between its

nearest neighbours, or the integral may be approximated by

� 2
Z Z



�12

@u

@y
dcell � �1

2
�x�y

s=i+1=2;t=j+1=2X
s=i�1=2;t=j�1=2

�s;t
us;t+1=2 � us;t�1=2

�y
: (5.7)

This approximation is obtained by taking the average of the contributions of the integrand

over the vertices, in which the integrand is de�ned naturally, and multiplying it with the

area of the cell. This can be considered as a two dimensional trapezoidal rule of integration
(see Atkinson [2]). Although the latter approximation of the volume integral looks quite

natural there is the following problem: Suppose the integrand on the left hand side is
equal to zero then the volume integral is equal to zero, whereas the approximation on

the right hand side may yield an approximation which is also zero, but this does not
necessarily mean that the values in the summation are equal to zero. In fact this criticism

is similar to the discussion in the �rst section where certain positionings of the pressure

and velocity unknowns allowed solutions ~p 6= const: for which gradh~p = 0. The other three

terms in the volume integral Eq.( 5.5) satisfy the property that if the approximation of

the integral is equal to zero, then the integrand is equal to zero.
Another reason why (5.6) will be used in the following discussion is that thus far the

di�erential form of the constitutive equations has been discretized in time and space,
however in chapter 2 it has been shown that when a �nite time step is used it is in general
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Figure 5.6: The control volume surrounding a normal stress unknown and its normal
velocities.

insu�cient to approximate the relative deformation gradient by I + �tL. In order to
apply the MCSH-approximation one should de�ne both the complete extra-stress tensor
and the velocity gradient in the middle of the control volumes and then calculate the
associated relative extra-stress tensor. If the exponential operator is well approximated
by taking only two terms in (2.13) then, apart from O(�t2) terms, Eq. (5.6) is retrieved.

The discretization of the �22-equation is performed analogously.

5.2.3 The shear stress equation

It seems reasonable to de�ne a control volume around the point where the unknown �12 is
de�ned in the computational domain and approximate the constitutive equation for the
shear stress by means of the integral of the equation over this control volume. The shear

stress equation (in two dimensions there is only one) is given by

D�12

Dt
� (�11 +

�

�
)
@v

@x
� (�22 +

�

�
)
@u

@y
+
�12

�
= 0 ;

in which the term

��12div~u ;
has been omitted, since div~u = 0. Again, taking the integral over the control volume,
depicted in Fig. 5.6, yields

Z Z



 
@�12

@t
� (�11 +

�

�
)
@v

@x
� (�22 +

�

�
)
@u

@y
+
�12

�

!
d
 +

Z
@


�12~u � ~nd� = 0 ;

where 
 is the control volume over which the integral is taken and @
 is its boundary. The
boundary integral appearing in the shear stress equation may, just as the approximation
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for the normal stresses, be approximated by

Z
@


�12~u � ~nd� � us;j+1=2�
(12)
s;j+1=2dyjs=i+1s=i + vi+1=2;t�i+1=2;tdxjt=j+1t=j :

In contrast to the convective terms in the normal stress equation both the velocity com-

ponents and the shear stress are not de�ned in the points where they are approximated,

so they have to be approximated by interpolation between neighbouring values.

The volume integral may be approximated by

Z Z



 
@�12

@t
� (�11 +

�

�
)
@v

@x
� (�22 +

�

�
)
@u

@y
+
�12

�

!
d


�����
i+1=2;j+1=2

�

0
@� (12)n+1i+1=2;j+1 � �

(12)n
i+1=2;j+1

�t
� (�

(11)
i+1=2;j+1=2 +

�

�
)
vi+1;j+1=2 � vi;j+1=2

�x
�

(�
(22)

i+1=2;j+1=2 +
�

�
)
ui+1=2;j+1 � ui+1=2;j

�y
+
�
(12)

i+1=2;j+1=2

�

1
A�x�y :

In this approximation of the volume integral all the unknowns are used at the location
where these variables are de�ned, except the coe�cients �

(11)

i+1=2;j+1=2 and �
(22)

i+1=2;j+1=2, which
may be interpolated from

�
(kk)

i+1=2;j+1=2 =
1

4

�
�
(kk)
i;j + �

(kk)
i+1;j + �

(kk)
i+1;j+1 + �

(kk)
i;j+1

�
;

where k is either 1 or 2. For shear stress values at the computational boundary other
values of �

(kk)

i+1=2;j+1=2 should be used, since there is no way of using normal stress values
which are located outside the computational domain. This problem will addressed in the
section on numerical boundary conditions.

5.3 The wave part of the UCM-model

In chapter 3 it was shown that the quantity �cx�v � ��12 is convected in the x-direction

with the characteristic velocity u� cx, in which �c2x = �11 +G. An upwind discretization

of these equations depends on the sign of u � cx = cx(Mx � 1), in which Mx = u=cx is

the viscoelastic Mach number in the x-direction. If jMxj < 1 then the two characteristic
equation have di�erent sign and the ow is called subcritical in the x-direction, while for

jMxj > 1 both characteristic velocities are either positive or negative, which corresponds
to the supercritical case. If all the partial derivatives with respect to y and the source

terms are set to zero the two characteristic equations are given by

 
�cx

@v

@t
� @�12

@t

!
+ (u� cx)

 
�cx

@v

@x
� @�12

@x

!
= f� :

The problem with this equation is where to solve it, since v and �12 are de�ned in di�erent
places in the computational domain. However, due to the staggering the wave part is
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discretized properly in almost all the terms. This means that the wave part may be

discretized without the use of upwinding. Suppose that cx � u, then the convective

terms in both the shear stress equation and the v-momentum equation may be set to

zero. Again ignoring derivatives with respect to y and source terms, these two equations

reduce to
@v

@t
� @�12

@x
= 0 ;

and
@�12

@t
� c2x

@v

@x
= 0 ;

in which � = 1. These two equations are identical to the set of equations analyzed in

section 3.1, example 1. Due to the staggering of the velocity components and the shear

stress the discrete analogue of the above set of equations leads to

vn+1i � vni
�t

� � ki+1=2 � � ki�1=2

�x
= 0 ;

and
�n+1i+1=2 � �ni+1=2

�t
� c2x

vli+1 � vli
�x

= 0 ;

in which �12 is, for brevity, denoted by � and the time levels k and l, at which the spatial
derivatives are being discretized is left unspeci�ed. If k = n and l = n+1, then these two

equations may be combined to give

vn+1i � 2vni + vn�1i

(�t)2
� �ni+1=2 � �ni�1=2 � �n�1i+1=2 + �n�1i�1=2

�t�x
=

vn+1i � 2vni + vn�1i

(�t)2
� (c2x)i+1=2(v

n
i+1 � vni )� (c2x)i�1=2(v

n
i � vni�1)

(�x)2
= 0 :

This is the natural, coupled �nite di�erence stencil for the non-linear wave equation in
one spatial dimension. Stability analysis, based on discrete Fourier modes, leads to the
CFL condition (�t)2(c2x)i=(�x)

2 � 1, in which (c2x)i = [(c2x)i�1=2 + (c2x)i+1=2]=2. So the

wave part, in the x-direction only, is conditionally stable. Note that if k = l = n the

discrete non-linear wave equation would become unstable, no matter how small the time
step is chosen.

It was argued in chapter 3 that when the incompressibility constraint and the pressure
gradient are dropped, the system becomes totally hyperbolic. In the x-direction, the

characteristic velocities are given by u�p2cx. If the convective terms are assumed to be

negligible then the two equations which constitute this wave equation are

@u

@t
� @�11

@x
= 0 ;

and
@�11

@t
� 2c2x

@u

@x
= 0 :
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Also in this set of equations � = 1. This may be discretized in a natural manner to yield

un+1i+1=2 � uni+1=2

�t
� �ni+1 � �ni

�x
= 0 ;

and
�n+1i � �ni

�t
� 2c2x

un+1i+1=2 � un+1i�1=2

�x
= 0 ;

in which �11 is abbreviated by � . Performing the same manipulation as was done for the

shear waves leads to a similar one dimensional wave equation in which all the unknowns

are coupled as given above for v.

This section has shown that staggering of the velocity and extra-stress tensor unknowns

leads to a rather natural discretization of the wave equation in one dimension, if the

convective terms may be neglected in both the constitutive equations and the momentum

equation. Therefore, there is no necessity to perform upwinding in the characteristic
directions in this case. If the convective terms are not negligible, then upwinding in the

direction of the streamlines prevents the appearance of unphysical wiggles, as will be
shown in the next section.

5.4 Convection along the streamlines

It was shown in chapter 3 that in the x-direction two quantities are convected with velocity
component u. These two quantities were

@�11

@t
+ u

@�11

@x
+
�11

�
= 0 ;

and

(�11 +
�

�
)
@�22

@t
� 2�12

@�12

@t
+ u

"
(�11 +

�

�
)
@�22

@x
� 2�12

@�12

@x

#
+

1

�

�
�22(�11 +

�

�
)� 2� 212

�
= 0 :

(5.8)
It was also shown in that chapter that combination of these two equations leads to the

convection of det�A along the streamlines. The aim of this section is to use the positioning
of the unknowns of the previous sections to model numerically this hyperbolic behaviour.
The easiest part is the �rst equation, which may be discretized as

�
(11)n+1
i;j � �

(11)n
i;j

�t
+
ui+1=2;j�

(11)

i+1=2;j � ui�1=2;j�
(11)

i�1=2;j

�x
+
�
(11)
i;j

�
= 0 ;

in which the term containing @u=@x has been eliminated by a linear combination with
the continuity equation. This means that the term @u=@x in the �11-equation should be

discretized in the same way as in the continuity equation, i.e. as

ui+1=2;j � ui�1=2;j

�x
:
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If the convective stress terms are approximated by

�
(11)
i+1=2;j =

1

2

�
�
(11)
i;j + �

(11)
i+1;j

�
;

and

�
(11)
i�1=2;j =

1

2

�
�
(11)
i�1;j + �

(11)
i;j

�
;

then this leads for the spatial discretization to a M-matrix, in the x-direction only, if

ui;j�

�x
< 1 ;

in which ui;j = (ui�1=2;j + ui+1=2;j)=2. This condition may be written as

Dexi;j < 1 ;

where Dexi;j is the local Deborah number at the point (i; j) in the x-direction. If this
condition holds then the spatial discretization leads to a M-matrix for this characteristic

equation in the x-direction, which prevents the appearance of wiggles in the discrete
solution. If this condition is not satis�ed, i.e. Dexi;j � 1, then one should decrease �,
which amounts to using another uid, or increase(!) �x, which means that a coarser grid
should be used. This latter phenomenon also appeared in the overview in the previous
chapter where it was shown that some numerical algorithms fail to converge for a certain

Weissenberg number if the grid is re�ned.
Another way to make sure that this hyperbolic equations constitutes a M-matrix is to
approximate the convective stress terms by

�
(11)

i+1=2;j =

(
�
(11)
i;j if ui+1=2;j > 0

�
(11)
i+1;j if ui+1=2;j < 0

:

With this approximation the spatial discretization always yields a M-matrix. As was
shown in the previous chapter the advent of upwind discretizations increased the stability

of many viscoelastic uid algorithms. The drawback of the �rst order upwind discretiza-

tion is that it generates arti�cial di�usion compared to the central discretization described
above. This may be remedied by using higher order upwind schemes, however, in this

work only �rst order upwind methods will be used.

The second characteristic equation in the x-direction is formed by the �22-equation and
�12-equation. Combining these two equations such that the terms @v=@x in both equations

cancel leads to the characteristic equation in the direction of the streamline. One may try
to discretize this term in both equations such that the discrete form of @v=@x also cancels

when the two extra-stress equations are combined, but this turns out to be impossible,
since both equations are de�ned in a di�erent place in the computational domain. The

approach adopted in this work is that @v=@x is part of the shear wave equation. In the
shear stress equation this term can be naturally discretized as was shown in the previous

section. In the �22-equation this di�erence quotient is formed by the two characteristic

directions appearing in the shear wave equation as follows.
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� If both u+ cx > 0 and u� cx > 0, then

@v

@x

�����
(i;j)

=
vi;j+1=2 + vi;j�1=2 � vi�1;j+1=2 � vi�1;j�1=2

2�x
(5.9)

� if both u+ cx < 0 and u� cx < 0, then

@v

@x

�����
(i;j)

=
vi+1;j+1=2 + vi+1;j�1=2 � vi;j+1=2 � vi;j�1=2

2�x
(5.10)

� if u+ cx > 0 and u� cx < 0 then

@v

@x

�����
(i;j)

=
vi+1;j+1=2 + vi+1;j�1=2 � vi�1;j+1=2 � vi�1;j�1=2

4�x
�

Mx

vi+1;j+1=2 + vi+1;j�1=2 � 2vi;j+1=2 � 2vi;j�1=2 + vi�1;j+1=2 + vi�1;j�1=2

4�x
(5.11)

Other discretizations of this term have also been investigated. For instance Eq. (5.11)
with Mx � 0 throughout the domain. This is the second order approximation of @v=@x
without upwinding. Positive de�niteness was lost for De exceeding unity. And a solution
at De = 3 could not be attained.
Upwinding in the direction of the streamlines, i.e. Eq. (5.9) if u > 0 and Eq. (5.10) if

u < 0 also leads to problems near geometrical discontinuities. The upwinding according
to Eq. (5.9) (5.11) yields the best results.
Since the wave part of the set of PDEs is naturally incorporated in the scheme due to the
staggering, upwinding of the convective part of the constitutive equations is only necessary
in the direction of the streamlines. This means that for the normal stress equations the

term (~u � ~r)�kk at the point (i; j) is evaluated as

� If the ui+1=2;j > 0 then the convective ux on the right boundary is given by

rightux = ui+1=2;j � � (kk)i;j

� whereas if ui+1=2;j < 0 the convective ux on the right boundary is approximated

by

rightux = ui+1=2;j � � (kk)i+1;j

� Similarly at the left boundary. If ui�1=2;j > 0 then the convective ux at the left
boundary is approximated by

leftux = ui�1=2;j � � (kk)i�1;j

� and if ui�1=2;j < 0 by

leftux = ui�1=2;j � � (kk)i;j
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The convective ux in the x-direction is now approximated by

(~u � ~r)�kk = rightux� leftux

�x
:

The convective derivative in the y-direction is treated similarly.

For the shear stress the convective terms are evaluated as

� First calculate the convective velocity at the boundary by interpolation. So at

the right boundary of a shear stress variable at (i + 1=2; j + 1=2) this amounts to

ui+1;j+1=2 = (ui+1=2;j + ui+1=2;j+1 + ui+3=2;j+1 + ui+3=2;j)=4.

� If the approximated value of ui+1;j+1=2 > 0 then the convective ux at the right

boundary is approximated by

rightux = ui+1=2;j+1=2 � � (12)i+1=2;j+1=2 ;

in which ui+1=2;j+1=2 = (ui+1=2;j + ui+1=2;j+1)=2.

� If ui+1;j+1=2 < 0 the convective ux at the right boundary is approximated by

rightux = ui+3=2;j+1=2 � � (12)i+3=2;j+1=2 ;

in which ui+3=2;j+1=2 = (ui+3=2;j + ui+3=2;j+1)=2.

� At the left boundary the convective ux is approximated similarly which leads to
the convective derivative in the x-direction

(~u � ~r)�12
���
i+1=2;j+1=2

=
rightux� leftux

�x
:

� The same discretization is used in the y-direction.

5.5 Symmetry of �A

In section 3.5 it was shown that when the divergence operator is applied to the constitutive

equation this leads to

D~f

Dt
�
�
~r � �A~r

�
~u+

~f

�
= ~0 : (5.12)

The symmetric operator appearing in Eq. (5.12) may be written in cartesian coordinates

as
@

@x

"�
�11 +

�

�

�
@u

@x

#
+

@

@x

"
�12

@u

@y

#
+

@

@y

"
�21

@u

@x

#
+

@

@y

"�
�22 +

�

�

�
@u

@y

#
;

in which �12 = �21, due to the symmetry of the extra-stress tensor. The same operator

holds for v.
There are essentially two ways to obtain this operator. Either the divergence operator is

applied analytically to the constitutive equations and then the numerical approximation

is applied, or the set of PDEs is discretized and then the discrete divergence operator is
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applied to the discrete constitutive equation. If the former approach is adopted and the

equation for ~f is substituted in the momentum equation it is not ensured that (discretely)

conservation of linear momentum is guaranteed. However even in this case one should

use some large interpolations to ensure that the operator ~r � �A~r is symmetric. An

obvious choice would be to discretize �12 in the points (i; j) and (i+ 1; j), which requires

the interpolation from the four corners, whereas �21 should be discretized in the points

(i+ 1=2; j + 1=2) and (i+ 1=2; j � 1=2), where these values are de�ned. It is readily seen

that if the �12 undergoes rapid changes near the point (i+1=2; j +1=2) the discrete value

of �12 will not be equal to �21, and thus the operator will not be elliptic. This may be

remedied by using other interpolations for both �12 and �21.

In order to satisfy conservation of linear momentumat the discrete level it is recommended

to �rst discretize the set of equations and then apply the divergence operator. In order to

obtain this operator some terms have to cancel out analytically. However in order to obtain

the same result numerically one has to use very large interpolation functions which have

to be adjusted near the boundary of the computational domain. Although the elliptic

operator may be discretized by central di�erences it will depend on the characteristic
equations along the streamlines. So for all four possible directions (if �rst order upwinding
is used for the convection along the streamlines) one has to design elaborate interpolations,
which will not hold for points near the computational boundary. One thus may conclude
that �nite di�erence or �nite volumemethods are not suitable to discretize the viscoelastic

uids with respect to the elliptic operator.

5.6 The use of the exponential operator e
L�t

In chapter 2 it was shown that for a �nite time step the Upper Convected di�erence quo-
tient is not objective, if I +�tL is used as an approximation of F�1. Furthermore, if the
derivative is interpreted as a material derivative of the relative associated tensor, then the

determinant of the relative associated tensor is not equal to the determinant of the tensor
itself. Although the di�erence in the determinant is small, O(�t2), the accumulative error
may lead to ill-posedness, when ultimately the tensor �A becomes inde�nite. An improved
approximation was suggested by approximating the relative deformation gradient by an

exponential operator in terms of L and the time step �t. The discretization of the dom-

inant terms in this operator are the terms discussed in section 5.4. So the discretization
of the velocity gradient as derived in section 5.4 is used as approximation for L. For the

normal stress terms this means that L at the point (i; j) is approximated by

Lh(1; 1) =
ui+1=2;j � ui�1=2;j

�x
;

Lh(2; 2) =
vi;j+1=2 � vi;j�1=2

�y
;

Lh(1; 2) =
ui;j+1=2 � ui;j�1=2

�y
;

and

Lh(2; 1) =
vi+1=2;j � vi�1=2;j

�x
;
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in which Lh(2; 1) is approximated by (5.9), (5.10) or (5.11), depending on the magnitude

and sign of the viscoelastic Mach numberMx in the x-direction. In a similar way Lh(1; 2)

is approximated.

In the corner points where the shear stress values are de�ned, the velocity gradient is

approximated by

Lh(1; 1) =
ui+1;j+1=2 � ui;j+1=2

�x
;

Lh(2; 2) =
vi+1=2;j+1 � vi+1=2;j

�y
;

Lh(1; 2) =
ui+1=2;j+1 � ui+1=2;j

�y
;

and

Lh(2; 1) =
vi+1;j+1=2 � vi;j+1=2

�x
;

in which Lh(1; 1) and Lh(2; 2) are discretized centrally around the point (i+1=2; j+1=2),
thus ensuring that Lh(1; 1) +Lh(2; 2) = �, in which � is the accuracy of the incompress-

ibility constraint.
With the velocity gradient de�ned thus, the exponential operator is approximated by

�
eL

h
�t

�
�
�
eL

h
�t

�
h

=
NX
i=0

(Lh�t)i

i!
:

The determinant of the exponential operator is equal to e��t, in which � = div
(1)
h ~uh. So

the determinant depends on the accuracy with which the incompressibility constraint is

satis�ed numerically. This in turn depends on the accuracy by which the Poisson equation
for the pressure is solved. In the calculations, reported in the next chapter, � = O(10�13).
This means that the determinant of the exponential operator is equal to e10

�13�t. The
value N in the summation is chosen such that�����det

NX
i=0

(Lh�t)i

i!
� e10

�13�t

����� � 10�12 : (5.13)

This value of N may di�er from point to point, but in all the points where exp(�tL) has

to be approximated Eq. (5.13) has to hold. For the 4:1 contraction test problem used in
this thesis as a test problem, it turns out that N is nearly everywhere equal to 1. Only

in the vicinity of the contraction N increases. The maximal N encountered to obtain the
desired accuracy, given by Eq. (5.13), is N = 5. With this approximation the relative

associated extra-stress component may be calculated by

~�h =

�
eL

h
�h

�
h

� h
�
eL

h
�h

�T
h

:

The shear stress values in the middle of the cells are interpolated by the four surrounding
values at the vertices, i.e.

�12ji;j =
�
(12)
i+1=2;j+1=2 + �

(12)
i�1=2;j+1=2 + �

(12)
i�1=2;j�1=2 + �

(12)
i+1=2;j�1=2

4
;
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whereas the normal stress values necessary at the vertices of the cells are obtained by

interpolation from the four surrounding cells, i.e.

�kkji+1=2;j+1=2 =
�
(kk)
i;j + �

(kk)
i+1;j + �

(kk)
i+1;j+1 + �

(kk)
i;j+1

4
:

The relative associated extra-stress tensor satis�es the constitutive equation

D~�

Dt
+

~�

�
= 2

�

�
~D :

The convective terms in this equation are approximated in the direction of the streamlines

as was discussed in the previous section. The tensor D is naturally de�ned at the points

where these equations are being evaluated.

5.7 Numerical boundary conditions

Now that all variables are discretized and the partial di�erential equations are converted
to a set of algebraic equations, one has to select appropriate boundary conditions on
@
. In order to avoid technicalities it will be assumed that 
 is composed of connected
rectangular subdomains, aligned to the coordinate axes. This means that the unit normal
to @
 is (�1; 0) or (0;�1).
The boundary is divided in 3 parts: the inow boundary, the outow boundary and part
of the boundary which is formed by a wall. In the cases described in this work the walls
are stationary. The inow boundary @
inf � @
 is given by

@
inf = f~x 2 @
 j ~u � ~n < 0g :

The outow boundary @
out � @
 is given by

@
out = f~x 2 @
 j ~u � ~n > 0g :

The boundary formed by a stationary wall is given by

@
wall = f~x 2 @
 j ~u � ~n � 0g ;

which describes the notion that the uid cannot ow through the wall. For these three

types of boundaries appropriate (numerical) boundary conditions have to be formulated

for the elliptic part, the hyperbolic part which represents convection along the streamlines
and the hyperbolic part which constitutes the elastic wave equation.

5.7.1 Boundary conditions for the elliptic part

For the elliptic part, consisting of the pressure and the incompressibility constraint, the

normal velocity component ~u � ~n has to be prescribed. At a stationary wall this value is
equal to zero, whereas at the inow boundary the normal velocity component is usually

prescribed. At the outow boundary the normal velocity may be obtained by extrapo-

lating the normal velocity from the interior of the computational domain to the outow
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boundary. In order that a solution exists for the pressure the (numerically) prescribed

values of the normal velocity should satisfy

Z
@

o ~u � ~n d� =

Z Z


div~u d
 = 0 :

Although the normal velocity component at the wall is zero independent of time and the

inow normal velocitymay be independent of time, the outow normal velocity component

may change in time and its value depends on the solution. One possibility is to make

sure that, whatever happens in the interior of the computational domain, when the uid

reaches the outow boundary it has a well-known steady ow. A priori it is not known

whether this will be the case and it may result in very long outow channels in order

to be sure that internal perturbations have died out. Another possibility is to take the

value of the normal velocity at time level n one mesh in front of the outow boundary

and extrapolate this value to the outow boundary and take this value as the outow

boundary condition at time level n + 1. This means that if the ow is time dependent
in the interior of the computational domain it will result in a time dependent outow

boundary condition. Once this value at the outow boundary is determined it is scaled
with a constant such that

R
@
 ~u � ~n d� = 0 holds. This constant K is determined from

the relation Z
@
inf

~uh � ~n d�inf +K
Z
@
out

~uh � ~n d�out = 0 ;

in which the integrals are approximated by the midpoint rule. These boundary conditions
for the normal velocity allow solutions for the Poisson equation for the pressure, which

are determined up to a constant.

5.7.2 The no-slip boundary condition

Just as in the Navier-Stokes equation, for viscoelastic uids the no-slip assumption is

usually adopted. Since there are no tangential velocity components de�ned at the bound-
ary of the computational domain there is no way of prescribing this boundary condition
directly. However, the numerical stencil introduced in the previous section may refer
to tangential velocity points outside the computational domain. These �ctional points

are approximated by the no-slip condition and values from the interior of the computa-

tional domain. The introduction of a �ctional point and its approximation are depicted
in Fig. 5.7. One way of implementing the no-slip condition is to set (v0+v1)=2 = 0, which

leads to v0 = �v1. This is a linear extrapolation from the interior point to �ctional point.
A second order approximation can be obtained by setting v0 = (�6v1 + v2)=3. However,

this higher order approximation of the no-slip condition may lead to a inde�nite tensor �A
in the neighbourhood of the re-entrant corner for moderate Deborah numbers, whereas
with the linear approximation this turns out to be the case forDe � 9, therefore the linear
approximation of the no-slip condition is applied at all solid walls. The reason that the

lower order yields improved results over the higher order extrapolation is because higher

order extrapolations are prone to oscillations and thus introduce arti�cial gradients.
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i = 0

v = 0

i = 1 i = 2

Figure 5.7: The introduction of �ctional points in order to incorporate the no-slip boundary
condition v = 0.

5.7.3 Boundary conditions for the shear stress equation

At solid walls aligned in the x-direction @u=@x = 0, since u � 0 at the boundary. Incom-
pressibility then leads to @v=@y = 0. Also, due to the no-slip condition @v=@x = 0, so L
is given by

L =

 
0 uy
0 0

!
:

So the exponential operator can be computed without truncation and is given by

eL�t =

 
1 �tuy
0 1

!
;

from which ~� follows

~� =

 
�11 + 2�tuy�12 + (�tuy)

2�22 �12 +�tuy�22
�12 +�tuy�22 �22

!
:

So in order to compute ~�12 the value of �22 is needed at the boundary. Since there are

no four surrounding cells around a shear stress value at the wall from which �22 may
be obtained, either �22 is approximated by the average of the �22-values in the two cells

adjacent to the wall or the �22-equation is solved at the wall. This latter approach leads
to the equation

@�22

@t
+
�22

�
= 0 ;

because the convective velocities at the wall are zero and �22 = ~�22. Whatever the initial

value of �22 is, it will eventually go to zero. Speci�cally, if initially �22 = 0 is chosen, then
�22 remains zero. This value is inserted in the numerical scheme as numerical boundary
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condition, which leads to ~�12 = �12. There is no need to approximate �11 at the boundary

in order to solve the equation for the shear stress.

5.7.4 Inow boundary conditions along the streamlines

At the inow boundary the ow is assumed to be a fully developed Posseuille ow, which

gives, for the plane Posseuille ow between two plates located at y = 0 and y = h resp.,

the following boundary values:

� u(y) = y(h� y),

� v(y) = 0,

� �11(y) = 2��(h� 2y)2,

� �22(y) = 0,

� �12(y) = �(h� 2y).

The amount of mass entering the inow boundary in this case is equal to

Q = �

Z h

0
u(y)dy = �

Z h

0
y(h� y)dy = �

"
3y2h� y3

6

#h
0

=
�h3

6
:

In the numerical scheme employed in the next chapter to solve the ow through a 4:1
contraction only u, v,�11 and �22 are prescribed in the subcritical case, whereas �12 is also
given in the supercritical case. The assumption that the ow is fully developed at the
inow is justi�ed, since prescribing the velocity vector and all the extra-stress components
in both the sub- and supercritical case leads to the same solution.

5.8 Time integration

So far only the algebraic approximation to the set of PDEs in space is discussed, although

the MCSH-approximation may be considered as a higher order approximation in time to
the Upper Convected time derivative. Once the relative associated tensor is calculated
and its discretization in space is established, the equations have to be integrated in time.

Generally this leads to a scheme of the form

~� n+1 = ~� n +
Z tn+1

tn

RHS dt :

In chapter 2 it was shown that ~� n+1 = � n+1 if L is evaluated at time level n + 1. This

leads to the decoupled approach between the momentum equation and the constitutive
equation. Based on the value of the extra-stress tensor at time level n, the momentum

equation is discretized. Then the Poisson equation for the pressure is formed such that the

velocity �eld at the new time level satis�es the incompressibility constraint. The Poisson
equation is solved and the velocity �eld is integrated in time. With this new velocity

�eld the velocity gradient is calculated in the middle and at the corner of the cells. The
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constitutive equations are transformed to its relative associated form and the constitutive

equation is integrated in time and all variables have been evaluated at the new time level.

In this work the forward Euler time integration is used to evaluate the integrals in time.

This explicit time integrator circumvents the use of linearizing at the new time level and

solving large system of equations and is therefore very fast. Higher order accuracy may be

obtained by explicit multistep methods such as the Runge-Kutta and Adams-Bashforth

integrators, however this means that in the constitutive equation the exponential operator

has to be evaluated for all the intermediate time levels which appear in these methods.

If the method described in this work performs satisfactory, then the algorithm may be

improved by using a higher order time integrator.

Note that, whatever time integration is used, the ultimate solution always depends on

the time step. For a large time step more terms in the approximation of the exponential

operator have to be calculated to achieve the desired accuracy than with a small time step.

So the steady state solution depends on �t, although one wants the ultimate solution to be

independent of �t. This criticism also applies to the Lax-Wendro� methods for hyperbolic

equations in which the ultimate steady state solution still depends on the time step used.
The only way to circumvent this di�culty is to use a time step which is so small that the
exponential operator may be approximated by only two terms in the summation formula.
In this case, the direct discretization of the set of PDEs and the MCSH-history approach
coincide. However, this approach may lead to prohibitively small time steps, so in this

thesis, the fact that the ultimate solution still depends on the time step used is taken for
granted. Calculations with di�erent time steps indicate that the steady state solutions
are indistinguishable.

5.9 Solving the elliptic part

The requirement that the discrete velocity �eld ~uh is divergence free and the positioning
and discretization of the pressure gradient lead to the 5-point Laplace operator, which
leads to N � N matrix A, N being the number of pressure unknowns. This matrix is
stored in 3 arrays. The �rst one contains the non-zero matrix elements, stored row by

row. This matrix is called CoA[1; : : : ; NzeroA], in which NzeroA is the number of non-

zero matrix elements. The second matrix contains the row number of the matrix A of
the non-zero matrix element CoA[i]. This matrix is denoted by JcoA[1; : : : ; NzeroA].
The third array gives the index of the matrix CoA of the �rst non-zero element in the

row i. The array is given by BegA[1; : : : ; N + 1]. BegA[N + 1] � 1 points to the last

non-zero element in the matrixA. For sparse matrices this reduces the amount of storage
requirements. For a speci�c example of this way of storing a matrix see Van der Ploeg

[48].
The preconditioner used is based on an incomplete LU factorization. If a full LU decom-

position is used the storage requirements are increased, since due to �ll-in many non-zero

entries appear in the factorization, especially in matrices with a large bandwidth. The
ILU factorization in the above mentioned paper only stores those elements in the factor-

ization which are larger in absolute value than a prescribed drop tolerance level �. For
� = 0 a full LU decomposition is performed and the iterative method to solve the set
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of linear equation reduces to a direct method, i.e. 1 iteration. For � > 0 the storage

requirements are reduced signi�cantly at the cost of only a few extra iterations. In this

work � = 10�6 is used.

The incomplete LU factorization has to be performed only once, since the Poisson matrix

for a �xed grid remains unchanged. The Poisson equation is then solved by a Conjugate

Gradient method until the residual becomes less then a prescribed tolerance, tol. In this

work tol = 10�10, which leads to a maximal divergence of O(10�13). The CG algorithm

is given by

Compute ~r(0) = ~b�A~x(0) for some initial ~x(0)

for i = 1; 2; : : :

solveM~z(i�1) = ~r(i�1)

�i�1 = (~r(i�1)
T � ~z(i�1))

if i = 1

~p(1) = ~z(0)

else

�i�1 = �i�1=�i�2
~p(i) = ~z(i�1) + �i�1~p

(i�1)

endif

~q(i) = A~p(i)

�i = �i�1=(~p
(i) � ~q(i))

~x(i) = ~x(i�1) + �i~p
(i)

~r(i) = ~r(i�1) � �i~q
(i)

end

The preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Method in M is the preconditioner. For M = I
one obtains the unpreconditioned version of the Conjugate Gradient Method.

5.10 Summary

In this chapter a numerical treatment has been given to solve viscoelastic ows. Since a
staggered grid is employed, the �rst section dealt with the positioning of the unknowns.

The velocity components are de�ned at the cells edges, whereas the pressure is de�ned

in the middle of the cells. The normal stress components are positioned in the middle of
the cells as well, whereas the shear stress components are de�ned at the vertices of the

cells. This choice of staggering satis�es the equivalence principle mentioned by Marchal
and Crochet.

The discretization was performed in the direction of the characteristic velocities. However,

due to the staggering some derivatives can be approximated second order accurately
around the point where they have to be evaluated. In the third section it has been shown

that these central di�erences lead to a very familiar discretization for the non-linear wave
part of the set of PDEs, if the convective velocities are small compared to the elastic shear

waves. If the convective terms do become important they should be discretized in the

direction of the streamlines in order to avoid unphysical oscillations.
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In section 4 �rst order upwinding is used to the characteristic variables which are con-

vected in the direction of the streamlines. The convective derivatives are discretized in

conservation form.

Unfortunately, due to the staggering, it is impossible to ful�l the requirement that the

shear rates appearing in the normal stress equation and the shear stress equation cancel

out by taking suitable linear combinations of both equations, therefore these terms are

discretized in the direction of the characteristic velocities. Either a central discretization

or an upwind discretization in the direction of the streamlines leads to ill-posed problems

for fairly low Deborah numbers.

In order to obtain a objective time di�erence quotient the MCSH approach developed in

chapter 2 is introduced, in which the exponential operator is approximated by a series

expansion.

In section 6 the numerical boundary conditions have been discussed. It has been shown

that linear extrapolations are more stable than quadratic extrapolations. Some comments

on the time integration scheme have been given in section 7. Since the MCSH approxima-

tion requires the evaluation of the approximate deformation gradient at every point and
in every time step an explicit one step method, the forward Euler integration, is applied.
So the only system of equations to be solved is the Poisson equation for the pressure.
This is done by the ILU-CG method described in section 8.


